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ITERATIVE SOLUTION OF NONLINEAR INTEGRAL

EQUATIONS

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

One natural generalization ot the linear integral
equation

rn j

>

in the unknown the of nonlinear integral
equations of the form

.x(t )dt . dt y(

Schme dler has affixed to this class the name alge-

braic integral equations" in two papers investigating
conditions for the existence of a positive continuous
solution to (2) 12, 131. The nature of the generali-
zation and the algebraic character become more apparent
if (1) and (2) are reformulated in a more general
setting. Equation (1) can be considered a special
case of the linear equation Lx y in Banach space,

and 2) becomes in the same setting a special case of



(3

41:1

re K, is a multilinear operator. Thus, (1
obtained from the general algebraic equation (2)

by setting m ls and the reformulation of (2) is
formally a rational integral equation of degree
in Banach space.

Three questions arise with regard to equation
). Under what conditions does the equation possess

a solution? What can be said concerning the multi-
plicity and distribution of roots? What are the

best methods for finding the rooks? Those answers

which are presently at hand have their basis upon
th generalization to Banach space of techniques
already known to be applicable in real and complex
number space. Rail has given a "quadratic formula
for the case 2 [10]; Kantorovich has obtained

a generalization to Banach space of the familiar
Newton's method [5, pp. 166 - 180] and the author
has given a continued fraction approach to the
solution of equation (3) for the case 2 [8]

The latter iterative techniques provide answers to
the questions of existence and distribution and give
methods for solution which have associated error
bounds,



In the first part of this thesis, the continued
fraction method is extended to be applicable to the
general equation (3) of degree m. Conditions for

convergence to a solution and for unicity of this
solution within a certain region are given, and an
error bound for the nth iterate is obtained. More-

over, the conditions for convergence are shown to be
equivalent to those given by Kantorovich for Newton's

method. Both Newton's method and the continued frac-

tion approach present a common difficulty: they both

require at each step of the iteration process the solu-
tion of a linear equation. To overcome this difficulty,
Kantorovich has proposed a modified Newton's method,

applicable under the same convergence conditions C5,

PP. 180 - 1831 In the present paper a nnormalll

method is indicated which also overcomes this difficulty
while maintaining at the same time some of the correc-
tion qualities inherent in the general Newton's method,

An important nonlinear integral equation of type
(2) is that derived by Ambarzumian and Cha.ndrasekhar

in the study of radiative transfer [2, pp. 105, 1091 :

(s) IT-6x(s) moat.
2 J s+t

0

For all values of the parameter TT between 0 and 1

inclusive, a real solution x( a ) s 52 1, is sough



first three above mentioned iterative techniques
are applicable to (4) for 0 <TTo< 1/2: in 2, and all
four of the above techniques have been applied to
obtain a numerical solution of (4) after first
replacing the integral equation by a system of non-
linear algebraic equations. The iterative methods
are compared on the basis of time per iteration,
number of iterations required, and nature of conver..
gence. In particular, the modified Newton's method

is applied directly to the integral equation to
obtain a sequence of functions convergent to a
solution for -Fa< 1.



CHAPTER

BASIC DEFINITIONS AND THEOREMS

The investigations of Chapters 3 and I. are based

upon generally common knowledge of Banach space and

upon the properties of linear and multilinear operators

in a Banach space. Information supplementary to that

given below as well as numerous examples may be obtained

from several sources [1 5; 10; ]4] .

Let X hereafter denote a Banach space, that i
a complete normed linear space, and 0 its identity
element of addition. If X E X we shall denote the

norm of x by 114 A linear operator L in X is

a single-valued map of X into itself, where Lx

denote the image of x X under the map L. L

(1) additive, (2) continuous, and (3) homogeneous:

(1) Mx+ 7) * Tax+ Ly for all x, 7 E X; (2)

x --> x as n co then

n -->co ( tlxn x11 as

i.liea
Lx. 0 n--4-00); (3) IAA_ :X

for all complex oreover, an additive and

continuous operator is (4) bounded [4, p, 16 (4)

there exists a non-negative real number M such that

illaU '5- M. 11x11 for all x X.

Lx Lx 00



The norm of L is defined by

ULU greatest lower bound II II isllx11

for all x E p

so that

(lLxI( z II lix11 for all x.

R and S are linear operators in Xs then
their sum (R4-S) and product (RS) are again linear

operators in X and SII IIRII IISU

HMI( IIRII [79 p. 194] If there exists a

linear operator P in x such that PL L I

where for all x a X, then P is denoted

by P and is called the inverse of L. A

necessary and sufficient condition that L-1 exist
is that there exists a linear P for Which P-1 exists

and III PLII < 1 [9, p. 979] . In particular, if

II LH < I then (I+ L) exists and

lit))) [5, With

the definitions of the norm and sum of linear operators

and of scalar multiplication the collection of all

linear operators in X forms a Banach space [ii, pp. 32

33] . Denote this space by X

The preceding definitions may be easily extended to

include linear operators which map a given Banach space

X into a second Banach space Y's and all theorems are

valid also for the new definition of an operator.



In particular, if Y is the apace of all real numbers,
then a linear operator from X to T is called a
functional.

A bilinear or 2-linear operator L2 in X
inear operator mapping X into XI, that Is,
20 E. Xi for each x E X C10. p 5] Thus,

for each x, 7 a X, L xy = (L2z)y i.e an element of X.

Prom those facts we deduce that if x,7,z E. X,

L2x(y z) L xy L2xz d L (x+ y)z xz yz.
Moreover since L2x and 2 are bounded,

ILL xt1 and !IL xyll H

for all x, y E X. Denote the space of all bilinear
operators mapping X into X by X2.

We proceed in the indicated manner to define an
m'ltnear operator L in X as a linear operator
mapping X into where Xm. is the space of
all ) -linear operators in X. Thus Lmx,...xk
is an (m -k) linear operator if Ic<st and an element
of X if k The operator Lm is additive,
homogeneous, and continuous in each argument (that is,
in the position of each x and bounded. The notation
Lm 1...xkis not intended to indicate multiplication
of the xi's; indeed, the elements xi,. ,xk can not
generally be commuted. We are therefore led to define



permutation operatorsxl...xThe operator+ 1' x
Lin is said to be symmetric if Lm Li for all j
between 1 and m inclusive. We observe that

ULmU U U whether L be symmetric or not.

In the discussion to follow we shall be consider-
ing equations for which xl Ick in the
expression Lmx,...xic . In such a case we shall
shorten our notation to read Lmxk where x is the
common element. Also of special note will be the
n-linear zero operators for which Lmxl,..xm
for all j e X. All such operators will be denoted

bY 0

Since the n-linear operators essentially incorpor-
ate the concept of function, it is natural to ask whether
there exists an extended notion of derivative appli-
cable to these operators. The extension is indeed at
hand in the form of the Freichet derivative.

First, let us define a neighborhood N

the point xo as the set of all x satisfying
Ilx xii < S , where the radius 5 is a positive

real number. Now, let P(x) be a single-valued map-

ping of X into Y defined for all points in some
neighborhood NE ) If there exists a unique linear
operator P(x0) and an r, 0<r < S such that for



1Ixkr we have

liP(x64-Ax) P(x) - Pt(x0)LIA . -111x11. E(Mad)

where limE(p) a Os then P(x) is said to be Fr6ehet
differantiableatIcandPf(x) is called the first
Friehet derivative of P(x at x .

The generalization to higher order derivatives is
irly obvious, Assume that the nth Freehet deriva-

tive of P(x) exists in some neighborhood N5 (x0),

If there exists a unique (n 1)-linear operator P(11+1)(

for which

RP( )(xof-Ax) p(x) -
o

Hall 6(ilAxii )

thenp'(x0) is all d the )st Freehet deriva-
tive of P(x) at xo

where P(k)(

generally, if

and P(1134.1)( 0,

Theorems analogous to those for real variables may

be derived for the Freehet derivativ S [5, p. 1601 For

example if 7 =q(x) and z F(y) F()(x)), and if l?

and F are differentiable in the FreChet senses then

ay be shown that f

the k-linear zero onerator. More

xms then PI(x)

1
Where Li

a linear operators then Pi(x) aL1 and P(x) a Os k>ls



Proof:

k4

and Ty II II [5, p. 109]

(TOO

Op(n+1

x +0Ax

dz
where it s understood that the linear operators dy,
should be applied successively. We have he additional
theorem that if H is a linear operator from Y to Z

and P(x) takes its values in Y, then

Da P( = H Pt(x)

Using these results, we may derive a generalized version
of Taylor's theorem.
Theorem. Let P(x) be (n+1) Prehet differentiable in
a neighborhood N ). Then it 118x11< r,

4 P(x Lac) )

) (A

ftx11) +1

(Lx)

and choose a linear functional T such that 11Th 1

Define a real function of

10



a real variable t by

f(t) - T [P( +tLx)

Using the aforementioned rules

composite function we have

f(k) ) T [P( ) x+t )ki

given by Lx 1...x

differentiation

where a is a
complex number multiplied times the complex

numbers xi It is obvious that 111,n11 lal

that Ln is symmetries

11

)11

Hence, Ty (0
kt

) 0

k:1

so by the usual Taylor Ts theorem for real functions,

n+1h
+1)$ wx+pLx

ediAxon+1

A few examples may help to clarify the definitions

of this chapter. We briefly indicate three examples

a Banach space.

1. Let X Set of all complex nuMbers with

tbdi m Ix l. Then X forms a complete, normed

linear space. One type of n-linear operator is



11,11n)t

dt1s.

then Lm is an m-linear operator, with

a real numberj

where addition and scalar multiplication are
defined as usual r r vectors. Then with

12

2. Let X r4-[x( a continuous real
function, 0.5.-11 we define

max lx(s)), then X is a Banach apace.
0.411.4.1

f L ) is convinucus in the

n.pdimensional cube V-- and if L
is defined by



(IX(' max hl41 X forms a Banach
space.5.i.r1

matrix

this space a linear operator

h L - max.44

The n-linear operator becomes an n-dimensional
matrix, discussion of which is deferred until
Chapter 4.

In the chapter to follow, wothall investigate
the equation

kw

where y E. X and the k-linear operators
Lk

are

assumed given and a solution x E X is sought.
Careful consideration of the preceding examples shows

that we shall be investigating at once the rational
integral equation of complex number space, the non-
linear integral equation (2), and the system of non-
linear algebraic equations obtained in replacing the
integrals of (2) by sums,

13



(S)

CHAPTER III

ITERATIVE TECHNIOES

consider now the iterative solution of the
equation

(6)
n+1

The k-linear operators Lk and the element y a X
are assumed given, and we seek solutions x E. X

equation (5). For the quadratic equation (m a 2

2

the author has proposed a continued fraction method for
solution given by [8, p. 826]

the present paper we investigate the solution
by the iteration technique

(7) X 4- Xn+ .0 0-11-1,
12+1

x E X.0

X is an initial approximation to the

5



15

solution. Clearly, 7) is a generalization for equation
(5) of the continued fraction method.

We note that if x E X, then

x ±...+L2 n

Since x E X, we shall say that

Proof: Since x E X,

E, o that if
xn

E X and

exists, it follows that xn+3. E. X.

k=1

E X Consider

s defined

.4-
1 exists for 0010

defined for (7) will

aid to be defined. Be proceeding, let us justify
the investigation of (7)
Theorem 1 If (7) is defined and if there exists an
x E X such that x x as /7-4'oo, then x is a
solution of (5).



For fl_

(E L
k=1

eforep

[ m: E k-1L xk
ks 2

-
k

k-Lkxn
k-2

k-1

rn k.1
L

k=

.01

k n
k 2 kg1

xn+1

But from as n--- co we have the existence of
a K > 0 for which for all ns, and since

is continuous we know that

16



ka

lk'Lkxkel
k-1

Theorem If

(8) Lk M
ksta.

0 Hence,

0 as n co # that is,

ye Since

a continuous linear operator, we have

Hence (7) provides an approximate solution to
equation (5) if (7) is defined and x converges in

The following theorem gives sufficient conditions that
(7) be defined.

exists and

d if xo is uch that

17



(9) ht, Lkxo 

then (7) is well defined, 

Now exists if 

exists, since 

ka2 

Jr*pi-11k111", .111 [5--- 
11" 

xk...111 
n '11 or 

We show by induction that 

Tyclic )11 
.2 for all ni For n 0 

the statement is true by (9), Assume the inequality 
holds for n O, 1,...,p Then for n sp+l, we have 

Hence d only show that 



Howeve

11 e 11

Tb. ore by

1\1
p+1'

ilzq

III, E
ka2

kxp

Ii ilLki
ket2

it 8) and (9) are strengthened, (7) may be shown
to converge and an error bound is obtained,

Theorem 3, It L1 exists and

( 0) will /I: (k..1) 2 IlzU ) 314- Y
La2

and if ( ) holds, then there exists an x . X for which

xn
x. Moreover, we have

( ) Uxn II < Hz, II

1"Y
Proof: By (10) and Theorem 2, the iteration (7) is

19



defined. Now i

and airioø Itxnt2st1zU,E
kol

Ilx 1lfz2 ( (2 Hsi(
n+3. n

x

lance n I

n+

and since <

k -1 Ilk 2,
n have

kat/

Thus the sequence ixn)- is a Cauchy sequence which has

20



limit in X, say x. Letting p*co in the last
inequality gives

lix II IIoII

We observe from the proof of Theorem 3, that

lixn11 2 411 for all nit so we may conclude that

the solution obtained by (7) also satisfies the inequal..
ity 11x1I .2 Uzil The question arises whether this
solution is the only one satisfying the inequality.
An affirmative answer is given by the following theorem:

Theorem 4. If the conditions of Theorem 3 are satisfied,
the solution x is unique in the closed sphere with
radius 2 hil and center 0.

Proof: Let u be a solution of ( for which

lull 2 Uzi!. Then as in theorem (

( EL exists, so u a
kal

Using this fact, we may show as in Theorem 3 that
lix .4111. 2(xil.0 Ima

so that x Since the limit of is unique,
weliave x u,

We observe that if condition (10) is satisfied a
solution may always be obtained, sinoe condition (9)

21



hold or any xo for which 11x011- 2 WI Theorem 14.

indicates that method (7) is centered about the origin;
that is, (7) will not get US a second solution which
is further away from he origin. Rowover, we may

overcome this difficulty by shifting equation (5)
away from the origin,

for the fixed
that equation
and y .P

theorem:

p(k)
kJ

ker1

0 c X. Then P( 61-u) *

(13) is of type (5) with Lk
we conclude the following general

Then equation becomeS

Theorem 5. If there existsan x such thato

[P1(x0)] exists and

Noting
(k)(

22

(12) P(x) * 00

Using he generalized Taylo heorem of Chapter 2, we

have

Suppose u the equation of order



then un--u where 

"k 
Iluon 2 I\ [pt(x0)1**1 P(x0)11 

and x* a x0+ U is a solution of equation 

Note that condition (10) is a special case 

xo o 0. 

We proceed now to show that condition (14) is 
qulvalent to the statement that P(x) 0 has a 

solution x* for which Pi(x*) 1.1 exists. Let UA first 
SBUVW that there exists an xo for which (14) is true, 

so 

1 P( P(x0)4- 

115"( (k" ) hoc 
ko2 ki 

x) 

ki kr.1 
(x 

23 

k-1 
0)11(21k1 oir 04) 

for 

where [P(k)(xo)g denotes the permutation operator for 

k)(x0 Letting x have 



where u xo. But

so using (14) we obtain

115,t(x0)1-1 E
k.2

55"( 1.6111
kos2

[14

This proves the existence of
xif)]

Conversely, let us next assume that P(x) a 0 has a
solution x* for which [Pt(x41)] exists. Then let

xos x. [Pt (x0)] P(x) 0, condition (14)

vok



obviously satisfied.
A similar situation prevails with the conditions

given by Kantorovich for the generalized Newton's

method. As before the equation P(x) r. 0 is under

investigation. The generalized Newton's method is

defined by

(15) xn+1 L 'C x)]

where x is again an initial approximation to the solu-o

tion. The conditions for convergence as given by

Kantorovich are the following [5, pp. 167, 168]:
Suppose there exists an xo such that D41(x0i11.1

(x0)] P(xo)lk.1
and for all x in the region defined by (20)

(x)II K

where

1 /2.0

Then (15) converges to a solution x which is

located in a region defined by

(20)

)71

1 -1/1.2hhi



and

Kantorovich proof of the theorem shows that the
conditions above are sufficient for the existence of

Ep4/(x*),1-1. Moreover, by the same reasoning employed

for the continued fraction method, it may be seen that
[p7(x*)] exists, then there is an x for

oh (16) through (19) hold. Hence, the conditions

the continued fraction and the Newton's method are
equivalent, although x0 may not be the same for both
cases (except for m 2 in which case the conditions

are identical for the same xo provided the left-hand

norm is broken into the product of two norms in (17),

and h<1/2 (19) ).
The error bounds (11) and (21) indicate that

Newton's method converges more rapidly than the continued

fraction method. Thus, in the application of these
techniques to the numerical solution of an integral
equation it would appear more desirable to use Newton's

method, unless the nature of the equation is such that
the continued fraction method is more easily and more

quickly applied. In the integral equation to be
considered, such will be the case.

26



27

Consideration of (7) and (15) shows that both of
the above iterative techniques require at each step of
the iteration the calculation of the inverse of a
linear operator, that is, the solution of a linear
equation. In numerical work this proves a distinct
difficulty, both from the standpoint of accuracy and
time required per iteration. Hence, it is desirable
to have at hand other iterative techniques which do not
require the inversing process. Such techniques may be

allowed a greater number of required iterations, since
the ti. each individual iteration will be shorter.

antorovich has proposed for this purpose a
modified Newton's method in which the initial inverse

:P.1(xoil`l is used throughout:
xn+1 xn [p,(x0)1.1 r(

If h<1/2 in (19), the modified Newtonts method gives

convergence to a root x and

lixn
x*II 4 qfll I *H

where q 11-2h < 1 [$0 p. 181]

Now it is well known that the correction

[Pt n)]"'P(x) of the general ewton's method

represents in the case of real number space the distance
from xn to the intersection of the x-axis and the



28
straight line tangent to P(x) at xn Remembering

the relationship between the slopes of two orthogonal
straight lines, we are led to consider a new correction
based upon the distance between xn and the inter-
section of the x-axis with the line normal to 7 P(x
t xre

formula

Such a correction leads to a new iteration

xn+1 - Pt(xn)p(xn)
in which the inverse of Pt( x) is not required. Appli-
cation of (24) to the integral equation of the next
chapter has not been encouraging: (24) gives slower
convergence than the previous three techniques, and
Indeed, in one instance is the only one of the four
methods which fails to converge.

For this reason a modification of bA "nor

method (24) has been considered:

(25) xnia * xn Pe(xn)P(xn
The purpose here, of course, is to choose the e in
such a way that rapid convergence is obtained. It is
interesting to note that if P(x) Lix-y and Bri
for all no then (25) reduces to the method of Buckner
for solving linear integral equations [9, pp, 982 33.

In the chapter to follows (25) has been applied to a
quadratic: integral equation with ern chosen as follows:



(26)
UP xn)U

S
n UP ( n)PC

29

Such a choice is based upon two considerations. First,
for this choice (26) the method (25) reduces in real
number space exactly to Newton's method. Second, the

quantities P(x) and Pt( x) (xn) must be calcu-

lated at each step of the iteration, and once these are
at hand, their norms are easily obtainable. As we shall

see, for the integral equation under investigation this
last normal method requires fewer iterations than the
modified Newton's method.



CHAPTER /V

CATION TO A PARTICULAR INTEGRAL EQUATION

A particular integral equation of 7Pe (2) is that
obtained by Ambarzumian and Chandrasekhar in he study

of radiative transfer C2, PP. 97 105 1261

(27) x(s) e) jr
8+

)dt,
0

A real solution x( s), 0 s ± 1 is sought for all values
of the parameter Tro between 0 and 1 inclusive, The

restriction TT 1 is a necessary condition that the
solution be real, and 1% * 1 is known as the limiting

conservative isotropic case" 2 p, 107)

To put (27) into the functional form (12) we let
X C the Banach space of all real functions
continuous on [0, ii with 11x1I max Ex(s)t. Then

takes the form

P(x) a Ix . Bx 1 0,

where the identity linear operator, 1 is the con-
stant function on [Op 1] and the bilinear operator B

is defined by

x(t)dt.

30



Which is

differen
Q (x) I Bx B

x) (x) -(Bi-B*)*

and B* given by

) WW1 f s+t
0

8+1 Tr
0-flee.-1

We now choose xo 0 and investigate conditions
for convergence of the various iterative techniques*
Since Pn(x) is independent of x all conditions may

be written as one namely that [pt( 1 -1 exists and

Pt

A bound on B

x)

(32) 11[Pi(x0)-]11 ( )11 11[Pt(x0)1"

where equality in (32) is permissible only for the general
Newtona method. Nowt01( 0)] lk

The permutation operator 3* for B is given by

and since may consider also the equation

x * Ix -
valent to (28 the rules for Preohet
n we have



xW.Tro in 2, and 141(x0) II II so

reads

Tro in 21/2
or

1/(2 in

The iterative techniques take the following forms.

Continued fraction for P(x) : 0:

General Newton s method for P(x)

(6)

nued fraction for Q(

IT

2

2

Modified Newtons or P(x)

(37) xn+
i+ - X2 -n

fs xn( )dt).s+t
0

(t)dt

IsiTt -11
0

t)dt



Normal method for P(

xn. (s =et21*(la )xn( )

(38

where

1

late

=6

= 0:

iii

(t)dt-llfs
1 txn(t)rwu- xn(u)du...1)dt.

-10

dt

= 0, Bi =(0.1)1

t)dt

and w is determined by S mpson s rule for numerical

We see that (34) and (37) e directly applicable to the
integral equation, (38) requires in addition the calcu-
lation ofn2" and (35) and (36) demand the solution at
each iterative step of a linear integral equation.

For the application of the various iterative tech.
niques to the numerical solution of (27), the integral
equation has first been replaced by a second order
system of algebraic equations. To accomplish this we

subdivide the interval [0,1] into ten equal parts
and replace the integral by a sum to obtain

10



10
n) (n

4411
2

Jo
where the superscript denotes iterative step.

3

Once again to interpret (39) iin the functional
form (28) we let X be the Banach space of vectors of

order 11, with 11x0I(10011"*"1
)11 oTioll

Then I = (6) represents the identity matrix,
B ( k) IS a three-dimensional matrix defined by

*10*

and in our case ijk jz ere 5
j

is the

Kronecker delta symbol The permutation operator

is given by B * where b* = bw"

Investigation of the iterative techniques shows
that the continued fraction method for P(x) 0 and

the modified Newton's method permit the iterated

vectors to be calculated component-wise:



To the contr the normal method demands the formation

of the matrix Bxh-B n) and the vector

- Bxn - B xn)(xn Bxn -1) in order to obtain en,

the general Newton's method requires the calculation of

the inverse (1 - Bxn B*xn
as well as operation

upon (xn Bxn2-1), and the continued fraction for

Q(x) 0 necessitates the inversing of - B*xn) plus

operation upon y

The actual computations have been carried out on

the Alwao III-E computer at Oregon State College for

I% 0.11 TTo .2 and 70 0.9. Although no :0.9

exceeds the condition (33 convergence has been obtained

for all methods. In all cases the machine was allowed

to run until the approximating vector no longer changed

or until oscillation due to roundoff was apparenti

The approximate time per iteration and the number of

iterations required are given in Table 1. The solutions,

which agree to six placestare given in Table 2.
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Cont./Pr.

ad Time per
Iteration

see.
Number of
Iterations
Tro fit 0.1

Number of
Iterations

Tr * 0.0

Number o
terations
11-0 a 0.9

Table 2. So tions for 70

Tio 0.1
0.0 1.000000

0.1 1.012440

0.2 1.018656

0.3 1.023008

0.4 1.026306

0.5 1.028921

0.6 1.031059

0.7 1.032845

0.8 1.034363

0.9 1.035672

1.0 1.03684

p(x)zo 27

Cont.Fr.
Q(x) 0 147

Newton's 257 L.

Newton's
Modified 21j. 6

Normal 57 6

0. 0.5, 0.9.

Tro a 0.5 IT0 a 0.9

1.000000 1.000000

1.072651 1,172536

1.113472 1.291221

1.143850 1.390960

1.167916 1.478000

1.187672 1.555450

1,204281 1.625217

1.218490 1.68863.0

1.230814 1.746594

1.241620 1.799912

1.251185 1.849158

3

Table 1. Time per iteration and number ite ations
required.

12 30

7

4

12 26

10 25
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We see from Table 1 that for all values of TT00 the
continued fraction method applied to P(x) = 0 arrives
most quickly at the solution. The Newton's modified

and normal method rank second and third, respectively,
in total time elapsed, while the general Newton's
method and the second continued fraction method trail
far behind due to the much greater time required per
iteration, The normal method requires fewer iterations

than the modified Newton's, but loses this advantage
due to its greater time per iteration. The general

Newton's method requires in all cases the least number
of iterations, but even at its best for To 0.99

manages to better only the second continued fraction
method in total elapsed-time. One additional and

quite interesting fact is available from the work sheets.
All methods except the normal method give a monotone

increasing sequence of vectors (with the exception of
roundoff), while the normal method has a non-period c

oscillatory nature from the beginning.
The monotone nature of convergence and the simplicity

of the iterative formula (37) for the modified Newton's
method indicate a closer analysis might be productive.
Such is indeed the case, and we conclude this chapter by

showing that for 704:1, the modified Newton's method



gives a monotone increasing sequence of functions
Convergent to a continuous, strictly increasing solution
x(0) of

e first prove by induction that if O<Ti< xo ) 0

and

and

(14.0)

x1 (s)n+

then for all n>
(i) x(s) is continuous and monotone incr asing

for
0 for all [0111

T1'0

2

x

1

$ x (t)dts+t n *

k

2
We observe first that (1 *V1 .17.0)'>1 and

lila *170 > 1. Therefore, since x1 (s) 0 1,
statements (i) through (iv) are true for n 1.
Assume them true for n l,2,., ,,k, Then xk

for all s in Loo 1.3

Now

Tro a
1+ xk(8)f s+t2 0

)dt.



ince xk( 1, is continuous, the saxue is true

x (8).k+1
Ls> 0, Then

However, the integrands are positive and
k, xlc(s+be) >_ 0 so we have

xk+1(84. ") 4* xk+1 0,
that is, s)

monotone increasing. Thus, we have shown the truth

of (i) for n = k+1.

The truth of (i )fr n k+1 follows

ax' manner since

dt
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Since

f 8

tion of

(42) .10Txk ( )do

0

We proceed to the investigation of condition (iii
Integrating both sides of (40) we obtain

ds js+tfag r 8 xk(t)xk(a)dt
0 0

Ti.
2

0

(t)d

0

( )dt

p. 362] in interchanging the variables of integration
in the first line of (41) to obtain

s
/ s+t x17(t)x1(s) is an integrable function

each value of t and is an ntegrable

for each value of s, we are justified [3,



we obtain

)

0

Henoes (ii

Using thi
n k+1:

xlc+1(1)

Tro

true for n

suit we o

I+
2

1+Tro

41+1T°
2 11.01T0

1

have

(t dt

)dt

iv) holds so

Taking the average of (142) an last line f (1a)

111 -70

Thus, (i) tii ugh (iv) by induction for all

using ( for ri

f xic+3.( )(1 TTo 4 (

14-

a
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The sequence {x() has been shown to be a monotone

increasing sequence of continuous functions, bounded
above by the constant 1/11 -1T0 Hence there exists
a function x(s) such that x(s) converges to x(s)
for eachsE 01 Moreover, for a fixed s,
the sequence 10t xn(t) converges to st.4 x(t)0 and
each function of the sequence is measurable. We may

therefore conclude by the Lebesgue monotone convergence
theorem p. 207] that for each

1

f a
xn t dt converges

0

+Tro
2

2

(t)dt -11

( )dt, Now

fs+t x(t dt
0

1

9)1-IL xs+-G n d I

0

x( )1,i x(t)dt
0
1

(t)dt)dt
0

or each a e. L04] the -hand side



of (44) is arbitrarily small r large
that

(45) x(s) *11-

that is, x(s) is a solution of (27).
It remains to be shown that x(s) is continuous

and s otly increasing. rewrite (45) in the form

(47) 0)

s x(t)d

I s+t
0

(t)dt)

43

conclude

so continuous for a E[0, 1]

Verification of the fact that x(s) is strictly

and observe that since both factors of the product are
bounded, neither can bo zero for any value of E [003

Moreover, since x(s) ?. 1, neither factor can be
negative. Now the function x(s) is bounded and

Lebesgue-integrable, so that

f x(t)d continuous in s, 0

lows that
TT*

,*0

2



increasing follows directly from (47) since for
sa As >Oa x(s)>x(0)

13-1-As

>0.

2 fiTo t Ls
4-/le+t)(si-

t)dt

(ioa f8.441$ x(t)dt)(1
2 vts+t

0

tit)
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